
Deliberately avoiding stagnation has never been more important than it is today. With the 

increase in obesity, depression and outright rage in the world, is it any wonder people need to 

move more? It's not merely a physical thing, and it's also moving out of unhealthy emotions, 

away from toxic people and through stress faster. 

Metaphorically speaking, have you ever felt as though you fall more than you rise and the 

emotional recovery takes longer each time? How might bringing more activity into your life 

increase your rate of recovery from just about anything?

Ebbs and flows are most noticeable physically as our energy levels dictate how much we can do 

and how quickly we can perform. Emotional stagnation is different as it can lead to exhaustion 

without any visible trace of a cause. 

I invite you to celebrate your mobility on whatever front you use most frequently. If you process 

emotions quickly and move on - CHEERS to you! Not everyone can make that claim. For those 

convalescing, moving from one room to another is a victory, and for those who suffer from 

depression, the very act of getting out of bed is worth noticing. 

Have you considered how long you hold onto frustration and what happens to the body as a 

result? If you've ever had TMJ, tense shoulders or chronic digestive problems - you may be 

holding on too long to an emotion that's run its course. Consider forgiveness as a doorway to 

feeling better physically. The body never lies. Emotional trauma will eventually show up in the 

physical body. 

Movement can also be elimination. Imagine if every time you used the bathroom you eliminated 

not merely physical waste, but also toxic energetic waste! You have the power to deliberately 

release from your body the accumulation of psychological, emotional and physical toxicity. The 

more you practice, the more you'll remember to engage this powerful tool, the clearer you'll 

become. If you're working in toxic environment, hydration takes on a whole new meaning! 

If you are convalescing and physical movement isn't practical, engage with moving your breath. 

Deep breathing enables you to nourish every fiber of your being. When is the last time you took 

a full breath? You don't need to take up yoga, although that's a terrific idea, to practice 
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using your breath more intentionally. YouTube has more instructional videos than you can 

process, check out the listings for breathing exercises and you're likely to find something you can 

manage. 

Movement can also be the exchange of knowledge or ideas. When you hear a great joke, make a 

discovery or have accomplished something extraordinary you'll benefit tremendously from by 

having another person with whom you can share your enthusiasm. That primal need falls 

somewhere between validation and acknowledgment of what just happened did happen. 

The flow of words can also be a release. When you are grieving or angry, speaking your truth 

helps you feel better. Can you imagine what the energetic release that matches someone’s 

emotions would look like if you could see it? That would be one heck of a show. By the same 

token, what forms would happiness and joy take on? I imagine joy would look like hearts and 

butterflies or children laughing. 

When you know, you'll be in a less than optimal environment, limit your exposure as best you can. 

There's nothing wrong with excusing yourself from a conversation you don't like or walking out of a 

room you don't feel good within. If you don't look out for your best interest, no one else will! If you 

can't get away, such as a work environment, envision yourself shielded by perhaps a beautiful 

white light or an imaginary bubble. If that seems a little far fetched, my best friend and I used to 

joke about wearing Wonder Woman underwear. Hey, whatever it takes to feel better! 

Look no further than nature to see the power of movement. High winds mean significant change is 

in the air!w To Get Clear On What Makes You Rock!" Go to lesliekarenhammond.com/21download 
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